Polyamine-guided synthesis of anisotropic, multicompartment microparticles.
Colloidal particles that have nonuniform bulk or surface compositions are of emerging interest because of their potential applications involving advanced chemical storage and delivery and the self-assembly of novel functional materials. Experimental realization of anisotropic particles is much more difficult than that for particles with uniform bulk and surface composition, however. A new wet-chemical synthesis method to anisotropic microparticles is presented. This approach makes convenient use of the unusual observation of a salt-triggered separation of two water-solubilized polyamines into colloidal aggregates with nonuniform polymer composition. The anisotropic structure of these ionically cross-linked aggregates is explained by the difference in surface tensions of the contained single-polymer domains. Contacting the polymer aggregates with silicic acid or 13-nm silica nanoparticles leads to the charge-driven formation of solid or hollow microspheres, respectively. Depending on the poly(lysine)/poly(allylamine) ratio, the nonuniformity of the polymer aggregates translates to surface patches or internal compartments found in the resultant silica/polymer microparticles. Such hybrid materials with their unique structure could serve as a new basis for targeted chemical delivery and controlled release for potential applications in medicine, food, and cosmetics.